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Loyalty is the
big enchilada
Net Promoter Score results show that restaurants should encourage
frequency of visit, rather than promoting special offers to casual diners
By Michael Lieberman, Multivariate Solutions
and Dave Leonard, Focus On Service

T

he Net Promoter Score (NPS)
is a simple metric that captures
‘How likely are you to recommend
a product to a friend or family
member?’ Increasing NPS can improve visit
frequency and sales at a retail outlet or
restaurant exponentially.
Customers with a high NPS act as ‘brand
ambassadors’. They share the values of the
company with their friends, who may in turn
share it with further connections. However,
just as word-of-mouth can be beneficial, it
can also cause harm. Out of a score of 10,
customers who give an NPS of 6 or below
actually detract from the brand. These are
the customers who spread stories of cold
food, slow service or other shortcomings.
Just as good news travels fast, but bad
news travels faster: the lower the score,
the more likely it is that these negative
stories will be shared. And often only a truly
exceptional experience will motivate the
high score givers to actually spread the news.
We find that only NPS scores of 9
or 10 will promote the brand: average
recommendations in a competitive market
are really not recommendations at all. It is
crucial, therefore, for brands seeking growth
to raise and maintain high NPS among likely
customers.
We studied NPS and its application to

casual dining restaurants, and found that
there was a direct correlation between
NPS given and the number of visits made
to a restaurant. Given that our focus is on
‘real’ sales rather than price inflated growth,
we find frequency gains the best avenue to
pursue. Within the casual dining category,
there are two means to explore: more
people visit a restaurant; and people who
visit a restaurant come more frequently.
While improving in both categories should be
every restaurant’s goal, we find that focusing
on the second one is a better way to drive
long-term success.
Many restaurants rely on specials and
promotions to boost short-term sales.
However, these promos almost never result
in a great guest experience. In fact, sharp
sales increases from promos usually hurt the
NPS. Operation staffing typically lags sudden
volume changes. A manager usually does not
have enough well-trained staff to handle a
volume surge during a promotion.
More users may come in the door,
but few will return, and even fewer will
recommend the restaurant to their friends.
Instead of searching for ways to bring in new
people, restaurants should look for ways to
improve the experience of the people already
there.
So, given the short-sightedness of
promotions and the strong correlation
between visit frequency and high NPS, we
will focus on broader, long-term operating

strategies that aim to improve the customer
experience. This in-depth approach to
increasing guest visit frequency starts
with targeting the brand’s best growth
opportunity group: ‘light’ users.
When targeting light users, the key
question becomes: What are the differences
between the heavy users and the light users
when they rate a restaurant on the Net
Promoter Question: “How likely are you to
recommend this restaurant to a friend or
family member?”
Some ‘traditional’ evaluation areas include:
 Demographic. Is there a significant
income, age, gender profile that explains
why some guests visit more often? While
targeting demographics helps to define the
target users for a brand, it falls short of
capturing the reasons for the wide range of
restaurant visit performance. Demographics
rarely explain the difference in usage
between light and heavy users in our studies.
 Competition. Are there some chains
that outperform with guests on key
experience drivers versus your business? This
is a more helpful area to explore, but it raises
the question of how to determine exactly
who the competition is. This is a problem the
NPS can help us solve later.
We can also look at a not so ‘traditional’
area of evaluation:
 Execution. Do guests who return more
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often get a better/different experience than
those who visit less often? Not possible you
say? This is actually a key area to investigate
for client restaurants. The business in our
case study was able to identify key operations
components rated lower by light than by
heavy users. For example, these could be
qualities that heavy users ‘get used to’, and
therefore fail to dock points for, such as
poor lighting, noise level, or staff demeanour.
Lighter users offer a fresh set of eyes. They
can notice deeply ingrained problems, often
right away. These score inconsistencies
indicate areas for the company to improve
Also, some key drivers for this business
were rated high by both light and heavy
users. These would be areas for the business
to potentially play up against competition.
And this circles back to the second use
of NPS: to identify a restaurant’s true
competitors.
Most restaurant chains define competition
too broadly in our view. We frame the
question this way: Which competitors are
your loyal users most likely to visit in three
months other than your restaurant? Which
chains are getting more visits from your best
customers? Or in other words, which chains
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do your customers give a similarly high NPS?
This defines competition behaviourally.
So perhaps a Mexican restaurant’s real
competition is an Italian place down the
road, and not the other Mexican restaurant
across town. When you look at business
this way, you can make valid comparisons on
performance. Under this definition, it is highly
likely that competitors do, in fact, outperform
on key attributes with guests who visit your
restaurant.
A simple way of looking at this is to
compare your NPS to the NPS of your
competitors, not to the market in general.
This comparison shows a true measure
of your competitive performance with
the guests you actually want to attract
more often. Are your best customers
recommending a competitor higher than
they are recommending your business? If so,
what attributes do your competitors score
well on? This can also show you if people
recommend your restaurant because they
love your restaurant, or if people recommend
your restaurant because they love restaurants
like yours.
In our business study, we found that
our client’s loyal users gave an NPS score

higher than its competition; however, six
competitors were very close. So the next
step is to rate our performance on specific
attributes against only these six restaurants.
Such direct comparisons will help identify
long-term strategic issues that need to be
addressed.
The results showed that our client outperformed the competition on measures
of staff helpfulness, attentiveness and
enthusiasm. This tells us why users would
choose to visit our restaurant over the
competition. It also tells us the main reason
customers would recommend our restaurant:
“Eat there, they have good service.”
However, our client rated lower than
its competition in areas relating to meal
preparation on measures such as ‘food
prepared as ordered’ and ‘food looks
good’. Food and service time would need
to be improved at this company to meet
competition and increase visit frequency.
Customers might recommend our brand’s
service, but they would be more likely to
recommend a competitor’s food preparation.
So, if our client were to improve its food
preparation and promote its service, it would
be on a clear, long-term path to improving its
NPS, and through that, visit frequency.

CONCLUSION
NPS can clarify the long-term, operational
improvements needed to increase future
visits and sales. Identifying competitors by
behaviour and finding scoring differences
between heavy and light users allows a
company to use its resources to improve
performance in the areas that will improve
NPS.
While the focus in this article is the
priority of the restaurant experience,
the opportunity to leverage operational
excellence through effective marketing is not
in question. NPS simply offers an alternative
perspective: one that builds on improved
operational performance and uses marketing
to leverage that performance in a business,
rather than depending on new product
intros, price-off and promotional discounts to
try to drive sales.
more on net promoter
score at
www.warc.com
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